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1. Remove the shoulder straps from the mattress bushings.
Ensure the range of motion of the backrest.

2. Place the sCover under the mattress, between the mattress and 
the stretcher structure. The front arch (part no. 1) can be flush 
with the edge of the mattress.

3. If shoulder straps are used, place them under the mattress 
between the lower arch (part no. 3) and the lower iron 
(part no. 4).

4.   It is recommended that the sCover S be attached to the back of the stretcher with

Velcro straps 
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5. Turn the hood to the desired position max. approx. 
90–100º.

6. By turning the finger nut, you can affect the movement of the 
canopy.
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USE OF THE PRODUCT

Tepi sCover is intended to protect the patient or client during transfers and 
transport and while awaiting treatment, and is only suitable for the uses 
described above. The manufacturer, distributor or seller shall not be liable for 
any direct or indirect damages that may result from using the product in 
violation of the instructions.

Improper or careless handling of the product may result in a risk of crushing or 
injury. Use caution and avoid getting your hair, fingers, or other parts of your 
body caught in the product.

Keep Tepi sCover out of the reach of children and outsiders.

WARRANTY

The product has a standard 12-month warranty against defects in material and 
workmanship.

The warranty covers defects due to manufacturing or material defects that 
have occurred during the warranty period, with the condition that the error is 
reported within a reasonable time of its detection. From the moment the error 
is detected, the product must be used in a way that does not aggravate the 
error, does not cause unnecessary further damage and does not endanger those 
in the operating environment.

The warranty period begins when the customer has received the product they 
purchased. The warranty always requires to the product to be used properly as 
intended. There is a 12-month warranty on purchases made on behalf of a 
company, association, association of municipalities or other entity. Otherwise, 
the same conditions as above apply to the business customer's product 
warranty.

PRODUCT FAULT

An error found in the product must be reported by e-mail to info@tepi.fi

The error message must include as accurate a description of the error as 
possible (pictures desirable). Complaints related to the warranty must be 
reported no later than one (1) month from the time the defect was discovered 
or should have been discovered. The customer is obliged to inspect the product 
immediately upon receipt. The product must be used in the environment and as 
intended. 

CONTACT:

tepi-scover.fi | info@tepi.fi | p. +358 400 468 198
PLEASE NOTE:

The construction and the appearance of the product are subject to slight changes 

without notice. The latest version of this document is available at tepi-scover.fi 

In assessing the defect, the product is considered in its normal operating 
environment and position so that the product has been assembled completely 
correctly and its functionalities have been used in accordance with the 
instructions.
The manufacturer of the product will assess, based on the information and 
images received, whether the product is defective and, at its sole discretion, 
either repair or replace the product with a new, equivalent product. 

ITEMS NOT COVERED BY THE WARRANTY

Normal wear, tear, discoloration, knocking, or self-inflicted damage to the 
product due to use, transportation, installation, and storage is not covered by 
the warranty. For example, wrinkles, wear, fading, and stretching of fabrics are 
normal changes.

The warranty expires due to improper use, poor maintenance, misuse of sharp 
objects, twisting of the product or failure to follow the assembly and use 
instructions. by a person or representative other than Tepi Terveyspalvelut Oy. 
If the product's label markings, product numbers have been removed, modified 
or made illegible, it is very likely that the product is not covered by the 
complaint. The warranty does not cover consequential or incidental or 
consequential damages in connection with the furnishing, performance, or use 
of this material. Tepi Terveyspalvelut Oy does not indemnify for damages 
caused by a delay in the delivery or repair of a product covered by the warranty.

LIST OF PARTS AND 
PRODUCT NUMBERS

Tepi sCover S 
Instructions of use 
Warranty

sCover S:   30005
1. Front arch:  130005
2. Middle arc:  230005
3. Lower arc:  330005
4. Lower iron:  S430005
Technical alufabric, black: 30015
Tekninen alufabric, green: 30025

Mounting accessories
Locknut
Plastic washers, 2 pcs
(on both sides of the middle arc)
Bolt

Bolt
Lock washer
Plastic washers, 2 pcs
(on both sides of the middle arc)
Spring washer
Wing nut
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